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Clan Milano at the 75th Venice Film Festival 
The brand's irreverent flair permeates an exclusive lounge located on the Venice Lido 

 
 
From 29 August to 8 September 2018 takes place the 75th edition of the Venice International Film 
Festival, the most eagerly awaited event in the world of cinema. The evocative setting of the Tennis 
Club Venezia hosts the Hollywood Celebrities Lounge: the undisputed protagonist is the stylistic 
eclecticism of Clan Milano proposals. 
 
This suggestive location is part of a project organized by the Grand Hotel Excelsior, the same one 
that hosted in 1932 the first edition of the festival on its terrace. A close connection praised by Clan 
Milano's original design, drawing inspiration from the timeless craftsmanship of Northern Italy. 
 
From the partnership between the brand, Glory Casa, and Home Italia magazine stem a dramatic 
location where the most renowned names of the global film scenario can admire (during the 
moments dedicated to interviews and photo shoots) some of the most representative pieces of the 
Brianza-based brand. 
 
In the limelight the Sombrero armchair, an evocative seat with sinuous profiles that extends like a 
dome towards the sky. 
A refined interplay of overlapped shelves characterizes the Molecole bookcase that features a 
slender structure with tops veneered in burl and lacquered in ruby red. 
The Bella Mesa desk is carved in marble and boasts outstanding details such as the inward facing 
surfaces of the legs that are covered by mirrors. 
Finally, the round carpet Fer Forgé, which depicts an elegant decoration that recalls the traditional 
charm of wrought iron rosettes, is handmade with "hand tufting" technique.  
For the occasion, some special objects flank the furniture pieces of Clan Milano: the Arsenico 
vinegar bottles, the Rosolio bottle for oil and the Zoom lens. 
 
A project that highlights the company's commitment and dedication to the cultural sector through 
the innate intersection of art and design typical of Made in Italy. A blend of forces that, like the 
fusion of different styles, typical of Clan Milano furniture, results in a fascinating outcome. 
 


